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Mossyrock, WA. US (RPRN) 04/19/10 —
BagButton has improved the concept of
space saving bags to include the use of
plastic garbage bags. With the BagButton,
compression with plastic garbage bags has
created an economic twist. BagButton is the
leading brand for home construction of
vacuum storage bags in the world and
features the use of an ever growing range
of plastic garbage bags, building on the
economical vacuum storage space saving
concept.
"Storage solutions are always needed and
consumers are constantly on the look out
for effective ways to use home space. The
economical improvements using the
BagButton are very exciting as it is
important to be innovative and inventive
Space Saving bags for 10 cents or less
and provide new ideas and solutions in an
environment where people are eager to try something new in order to save space and money,"
comments Larry Storey, President at BagButton LLC. "BagButton is the world's most dominant brand
in home construction of vacuum storage bags."
BagButton's products are guaranteed, strongly branded and packed in high quality, clearly branded
packaging. Additionally, with every whole sale stock order, Bagbutton supplies retailers with an eyecatching DVD demonstration for Point of Sale, free of charge, which accommodates several ranges
of plastic garbage bags used in the home construction of Space Saving vacuum bags, including the
garbage compactor vacuum storage segment.
Vacuum storage bags compress suitable items down to typically 20% of their original size and allow
consumers to triple their storage space in the home, garage, attic, Recreational vehicles etc. Unlike
other traditional storage aids, BagButton’s vacuum storage bags offers the most economical
protection available from damp, dust particles and allergens, dirt and insects. Vacuum storage bags
can store anything that can be compressed or needs extra protection. BagButton was specifically
designed to be durable, reusable and economical.
For further information please contact: Larry Storey – BagButton LLC., 114-12 McDougall Rd W.,
Mossyrock, WA. 98564 United States: 1 (360) 983-3800: bagbutton@bagbutton.com
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About the author:
BagButton is the Global leader in economical space saving vacuum storage bag solutions. BagButton
provides the highest quality and most economical portable vacuum space saving solutions in the
World.
The BagButton and all of its legal monopolies including trade secrets are proprietary to BagButton
LLC and are protected by but not limited to Due process of the applicable state, federal, and

LLC and are protected by but not limited to Due process of the applicable state, federal, and
intellectual property / trade secret laws. BagButton LLC retains all rights, title, and interests in the
BagButton, together with all derivative works, manufacturing process, engineering, modifications,
enhancements, and upgrades.
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